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 Microwave imaging is being widely investigated for medical and process tomography. 
The formation of tomographic images from diffracting waves is often problematic due 
to limitations arising from diffraction and refraction as well as attenuation. Many 
approaches to diffraction tomography rely on complex iterative approaches to solve the 
inverse problem of determining the object from scattered signals, or on some assumed 
foreknowledge of the dielectric of the environment / object being probed. Here we 
report a new method that achieves tomographic imaging without either of these 
problems. The method is tested using simulated signals from a sample object using a 
single frequency. Both coherent and incoherent methods of image combination are 
explored. The new method is compared with the Direct Fourier Method (DFM) for 
reconstructing an image from its given X-ray projections. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 The recent developments of medical microwave imaging for early cancer detection have created a need to 
better establish image formation techniques for these diffracting waves (Kak, C. and Malcolm Slaney, 1988). 
This paper addresses the issues of image formation from diffracting radiation which has been propagated 
through or scattered from, a target object.  
 A wide range of imaging applications using microwaves has been reported. Recent research has shown that 
microwave tomography is suitable for the detection of buried bodies, concrete inspection, examining polymers’ 
properties and security scanning of luggage. 
 Medical imaging by diffracting radiation is currently receiving much attention as a potentially valuable 
medical diagnostic tool (Elise, X.L., 2002). Driving these developments are several factors, the primary being 
the potential for high contrast between tissue types available (Elise, X.L., 2002). For typical human tissues the 
dielectric constants range from 4.4 (breast fat) to 64.5 (vitreous humor) and the conductivity between 0.3 (bone 
marrow) to 8.1 1. −mS  (Cerebro-Spinal fluid) (Gabriel, S., 1996). Of secondary, but significant importance is the 
relative safety of microwave based techniques as compared to X-ray based topographies. The high costs of 
magnetic resonance Imaging, Positron emission Tomography and X-ray techniques are important factors in the 
development of this technology. Whilst conventional X-ray tomography is enabled by relatively simple back 
projection algorithms, when the radiation being used suffers diffraction simple ray methods break down. 
 A method of image formation is required which meets the following criteria: 
1. No foreknowledge of the objects electrical parameters should be required in order to obtain good images. 
2. No iterative solutions to the inverse problem for back-propagation should be required. 
3. Cross sectional images should be formed using a single or minimum number of view directions rather than 
requiring multiple views. 
 In (Hassanein, A.M.D.E., 2009), Hassanein et al. presents the development of a new imaging method based 
on the forward rather than backward propagation of recorded waves. The method requires no a-priori knowledge 
of the environment or of the target's shape and forms cross sectional images from a single view direction. 
Hassanein et al. begin with simulating a measurement of the wavefronts leaving the target and use these along 
with a synthetic optical system to form a confocal image by computing the wave propagation through the virtual 
optics to form the image. Previous theoretical work (Hassanein, A.M.D.E., D.J. Edwards, et al., 2008) has tested 
the new method using point sources that have unity amplitude and they are either phase locked together, or in 
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another case, have phases determined by assuming they are scatterers reflecting signals from a separate point 
source illuminator located outside the field of view. Images are formed using a pixel dimension of 6x4mm in the 
horizontal plane. 
 In this paper, further testing of the new method and an evaluation of the results in an objective way are 
researched. We start by providing an overview of the theoretical description of the proposed method. A flow 
chart of the used program is given with a description of its steps and their aims. Monochromatic imaging using 
the new method and the problems associated with it are considered. A mathematical method to evaluate images 
which are calculated using the new method is presented. Finally, we compare the efficacy of the new imaging 
method with the Direct Fourier Method. 
 
Method: The Virtual Microscope Transform: 
 Fig. 1 shows a diagram of the basic concept of our imaging method. We form images by the same method 
used in confocal microscopy (Rowland, R.E. and E.M. Nickless, 2000) whereby signals for an object are 
focused by a lens to form an image in a remote plane. By adjusting the relative position of the object and the 
lens, a cross sectional image may be formed. Rather than using a real lens, we are calculating the effect of 
propagating signals through a lens exploiting the known phase and amplitude of the microwave fields scattered 
by the object. We first determine the focal length and location required for a lens to form an image on its own 
axis, of each point in the required object field ( )0, =′′ yx . We then position a virtual lens (not a real physical 
lens but a lens simulated in software) at this location. The wave fronts recorded, arriving from an object, in 
plane LU  are computationally propagated through a perfect thin lens ( )1L  which result in a new set of 

wavefronts in plane LU ′ . To then obtain the image of point ( )0, =′′ yx  the new wavefronts are propagated to 
the appropriate image plane of the lens and the complex amplitude of that point recorded. The virtual lens is 
“moved” transversely to calculate the image of the object along the focal line ( x -axis) and the focal length 
adjusted to interrogate different depth planes ( z -axis). By using this technique, 3D tomographic images can be 
obtained from a single or a small number of view directions. 

 
Fig. 1: A diagram showing the basic concept of the proposed imaging method. The wave fronts recorded 

arriving from an object are computationally propagated through a perfect thin lens ( )1L . The signals 
computed on the image plane for the lens are used to examine the object imaged at any depth required. 
The lens is moved vertically to calculate the image of the object along the focal line. 

 
The Virtual Microscope Transform: 
Theoretical Description: 
 The following description is based on wave optics derived from the principles of Huygens & Fresnel 
(Goodman, J.W., 1996). Here monochromatic light is considered and diffraction processes are included 
(Goodman, J.W., 1996). The imaging system is divided into three sections. The first transformation deals with 
propagating of waves from the object plane to the lens (in order to create synthetic datasets for testing). We have 
(see fig. 1) (Goodman, J.W., 1996): 
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where we use the Huygens-Fresnel principal (using the first Rayleigh-Sommerfeld solution) to describe the 
propagation of plane ( )0, =′′ yxUO  to LU . ( )0, =′′ yxU O  is the object plane and LU  is the plane just before 

the lens. 1z  is the distance between plane ( )0, =′′ yxUO  and LU . ( )0, =ηξ  are the coordinates of the lens. λ  
is the wavelength appropriate to the recorded waves passing through a vacuum which is the medium assumed to 
be present within our synthetic optical system after the lens plane. 
 The second transformation deals with the phase transformation through the lens which generates the 
focusing equation (Goodman, J.W., 1996), 
 

( )




 +−=′ 22

2exp ηξf
jkUU LL                               (2) 

 
describes the phase change for the waves passing through the lens assuming the lens has no attenuation or 
reflection properties. Here LU ′  is the wave front just after the lens, LU  is the wave front just before the lens, 

( )0, =ηξ  are the coordinates for the center of the lens, λ
π2=k  is the wave vector and f  is the lens’s focal 

length.  
 The third transformation deals with the propagation of waves from the lens to the image plane (Goodman, 
J.W., 1996): 
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 Where again the Huygens-Fresnel principal is used to describe the propagation of plane LU ′  to plane 
( )0, =yxU I . 2z  is the distance between the two planes. ( )0, =yxU I  is the final image plane. ( )0, =ηξ  are 

the coordinates of the lens. λ  is the wavelength in vacuum again. We use the paraxial approximation in both 
the phase transformation of the lens and the Huygens-Fresnel equations which assumes that all rays are traveling 
near parallel to the axis of the system. 
 
Implementation of the Algorithm: 
 We use the transforms (1), (2) and (3) to build an algorithm using Matlab(TM). Two variants on the image 
formation algorithm are tested, both based on the mathematical method described previously. One uses single 
RF frequency to form (monochromatic) images and the other combines images from multiple angles into a 
single image. The algorithm starts at step 1 with the measured (or computed) amplitude and phase of wavefronts 
arriving at plane LU  scattered from the objects.  The algorithm in step 2 propagates these wave fronts to plane 

LU ′  through the virtual lens whose focal length and position has been chosen to form an image of a particular 
plane within the target object. These wave fronts are propagated in step 3 to the plane where we expect the lens 
to form an image and the central amplitude and phase recorded before the lens centre is translated to the next 
point required to interrogate the next pixel. This process is repeated until all the pixels in the object cross section 
have been interrogated. At present we are only performing 2D cross sectioning from a 1D array of simulated 
measurements but it is quite simple to extend this to a 2D wavefront measurement forming a 3D tomographic 
image. 
 The different angles algorithm uses the ‘imrotate’ command in Matlab(TM) to rotate the object and computes 
monochromatic images from a range of angles. In step 5 and 6, individual monochromatic images are formed 
for each angle. In step 7 all images are combined to generate a final image. Two methods of combining are 
investigated as described later. 
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Fig. 2: Flow chart for the algorithm to calculate (1), (2) and (3) using multiple frequencies. OU , LU , LU ′ , IU , 

1M , 2M  and 1L  are as described in Fig 1. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Fig. 3: The object plane which is used in this paper. It shows the ‘Modified Shepp-Logan’ phantom with a range 

of amplitudes between zero and one and locked phase equal zero. The lens shown represents a possible 
position for the virtual lens considered. 

 
 In order to test the algorithms we use a single test object plane to generate synthetic measured wavefronts at 

LU . The object plane used for our images is the ‘Modified Shepp-Logan’ as defined later. It contains an array 
of point sources of 101x101 pixels as shown in fig. 3. The point sources have different amplitudes and they are 
phase locked together assuming they have initial phase zero. Images are formed using a pixel dimension of 
2.5x2.5mm in the horizontal plane. To obtain input wavefronts for testing the algorithm, we forward propagate 
the object's wavefronts into a common plane following the same assumptions as for equations 1-3. 
 
Monochromatic Imaging from Single View: 
  Images calculated for the ‘Modified Shepp-Logan’ using monochromatic signals with a wavelength of 
≈0.0074m (40GHz) are shown in figs. 4 and 5. The object from the source shown in fig. 3 is very clearly imaged 
in fig. 4 with gray halos surrounding it as a consequence of the defocusing of its image as the lens is scanned 
through the image space. The bright artifacts are seen at the top horizontal space above the skull in the image 
because of the focusing effect of the lens. The arrows show the exact place of the artifacts. 
 Fig. 5 shows an image computed under identical conditions but with the object rotated 180 degrees. A 
function in Matlab™ namely "imrotate" is used to rotate the object in fig. 3 before calculating the corresponding 
image. A similar image to the one in fig. 4 is shown. But, in fig. 5 the bright dots are seen at the bottom of the 
image and not at the top as seen in fig. 4 as pointed to by the arrows. The view direction of the lens causes these 
artifacts to appear due to the focusing effect. The problem can be alleviated by combining the images processed 
from the different angles of views. 
 

Step 1: Input initial parameters and object 
plane      .  Using the thin lens equation [8] and 
the values of     , calculate the parameter    .
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Step 2: Calculate the propagation of plane       
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Fig. 4: A single wavelength (0.0074m.) gray image of the ‘Modified Shepp-Logan’ (Fig. 3). The lens at the top 

side of the image shows the angle from which the image has been processed. 
 

                                 
Fig. 5: A single wavelength (0.0074m.) gray image of the ‘Modified Shepp-Logan’  (Fig. 3). The image is 

calculated from an angle shown by the lens placed at the bottom of the image. 
 
 Monochromatic Imaging from Multiple Views: 
 Using different angles of view to image the object space produces interference effects for each of the angles 
on a range of different spatial scales. Consequently, by combining image information from each angle, these 
interference effects can be reduced. 
 The ideal one would like to be able to combine the single frequency images in such a way as to make 
maximum use of the available phase and amplitude data. 

                             
Fig. 6: Four gray images combined using coherent summation. The lenses show the view directions of the 

object plane. The angles used are 0°, 90°, 180°, 270°. 
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 One approach, which uses all available phase and amplitude information, would be to combine N  images 
via coherent summation using the equation: 
 

∑
=

=
N

n

i
n

neaI
1

φ                                       (4) 

 
 Where I  is the net amplitude for each microwave image, na  is the electric field amplitude of each point 

for each monochromatic image combined and nie φ  represents the phase of each point in each monochromatic 
image. The unique aspect about this way of summing is that it gives us the advantage of imitating the effect of 
destructive and constructive interference which allows for a single bright fringe to be formed in interference 
phenomena when the net path difference for every angle being combined is zero for a particular point in space.  
In Fig. 6, the calculated image obtained by using coherent summation is shown. The figure clearly shows the 
object with a series of gray dots surrounding the imaged object. These dots combine to form the artifacts around 
the object.  
 In practice the phase of each point scatterer in an object will not be identical. In general one would 
illuminate the object with a single source outside of the imaged field and the phase of signals scattered by each 
point will vary according to the net optical path between the illuminating source and each point. White 
constructive interference is only formed when the phase of the signals sourced at each point are identical. If the 
points are illuminated remotely then the initial phase of the scattered signals varies with the used angle and the 
coherent summation fails. One way to deal with this is compute the expected initial phase for each angle at each 
point in the object plane but this would require foreknowledge of the optical path between the illuminator and 
each point. Since this is a requirement we would prefer to avoid we have relaxed the need to utilize the phase 
and move on to incoherent summation techniques were absolute phase is irrelevant. 

 
Fig. 7: Four gray images combined using incoherent summation. The lenses show the view directions of the 

object plane. The angles used are 0°, 90°, 180°, 270°. 
 
Incoherent summation can be applied using the equation: 
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where I  is the net amplitude of the image, na  is the amplitude of the each point considered and nie φ  represents 
the phase of each point. Here the phase of each individual frequency image pixel is lost on the summation. This 
is essentially the same process as in combining different view directions in an optical camera to get the best 
view of the object under consideration. 
 Fig. 7 shows the image formed using the object source in fig. 3 with 4 angles combined using a single 
wavelength of ≈0.0074m. At first glance the image formed is quite similar to that formed in via coherent 
summation shown in fig. 6. Fig. 6 and 7 could be considered a good image of the object field of Fig. 3. In the 
next section, a mathematical tool is suggested to compare the degree of similarity between the above images and 
the object being imaged. 
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Comparing virtual confocal microscope technique with Direct Fourier Method: 
 Thus far we have shown that a method based on the principals of physical optics namely the Virtual 
Confocal Microscope (VCM) can generate cross sectional images of the ‘Modified Shepp-Logan’ source. 
However the work still is incomplete unless compared to already existing image reconstruction methods. To test 
the success or failure of our method, another previously developed method of imaging is used to calculate 
images for the same object source in fig. 3 to compare the results. 

 
Fig. 8: The illustration demonstrates how an X-ray tomography method is applied  to an object. An array of 

parallel beams passing through the object of fig. 3 is shown. L is one of the possible positions of the line 
at which a projection of the object can be calculated. 

 
 Gottlieb, David, (2000) considers the direct Fourier method (DFM) for the two-dimensional (2-D) computer 
tomography problem of reconstructing an image from its given X-ray projections. Gottlieb et al. consider the 
case when parallel beams are used to obtain the projection of the object along a line. The projections are 
mathematically calculated using the Radon transform of the object under consideration. The theoretical solution 
to the reconstruction problem is given by the inverse Radon transform applied on the radon transform. 
Computational methods are used, which require discretization of the Radon transform. Many such methods have 
been developed, and commercial tomography machines have been in use for many years. The basic idea with 
the DFM is to perform a Fourier transform of the projections and relate it to the Fourier transform of the image 
function. The slice theorem dictates that the one dimensional fourier transform of the projections of an object is 
equal to the two dimensional fourier transform of the same object (Walden, Johan, 2000). The computational 
implementation involves taking the inverse discrete Fourier transform of the discrete Fourier transform of the 
projections using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). 
 In subsection A, a brief mathematical introduction to the DFM method is illustrated. The results obtained 
from imaging the object in fig. 3 using the DFM method are discussed. In subsection B, two mathematical 
methods to evaluate the obtained images are introduced. Results from the New imaging method which are 
discussed in this paper and the DFM method are compared. 
 
 Numerical Results: 
 For the object OU  in fig. 3, the density function ( )zxf ′′,  and the parallel x-ray beams passing through the 
object are shown in fig. 8. The line L  representing the beam passing through the object is defined by r  and ϑ . 
The measured value of the beam after passing through the object is the integral of ( )zxf ′′,  along the line L  as 
follows (Gottlieb, David, 2000): 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )∫
∞

∞−
+−= dssrsrfrp ϑϑϑϑϑ sincos,sincos,                        (4) 

 
( )ϑ,rp  is the projection of the object and the right hand side of the equation is the Radom Transfer of ( )ϑ,rf . 

The one dimensional fourier transform of ( )ϑ,rp  in the r -direction is (Gottlieb, David, 2000): 
 

( )zxf ′′,

z′

x′

L

r

ϑ
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( ) ( )∫ −= drerpp riρπϑϑρ 2,,ˆ                                  (5) 
 
 In the frequency domain a filter can be used to attenuate the undesired frequencies. In our calculations, the 
Hamming filter is used in some of the cases as shown later.  
The two dimensional Fourier Transform of the object ( )zxf ′′,  is (Gottlieb, David, 2000):  
 
( ) ( ) ( )∫∫ ′′′′= ′+′− xdzdezxff xzi ηξπηξ 2,,ˆ                              (6) 

 
as described at the beginning of the section, the slice theorem relates ( )ηξ ,f̂  with ( )ϑρ ,p̂  as follows (Gottlieb, 
David, 2000): 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )ϑρϑρϑρ sin,cosˆ,ˆ fp =                                (7) 

 
from which we can recover the image ( )zxf ′′,  by using the inverse fourier transform. Linear interpolation is 
used to calculate the values of ( )ϑρ ,p̂  at any desired points of interest. A program is written using Matlab™ 
with handmade functions to calculate images using equations 4-7. 
 

 
Fig. 9: Combined 36 gray images of ‘Modified Shepp-Logan’ phantom calculated using DFM. 101x101 pixels. 

No filter is used. 

 
 
Fig. 10: Combined 36 gray images of ‘Modified Shepp-Logan’ phantom calculated using DFM. 101x101 pixels. 

The Hamming filter is used. 
 
 In fig. 9, an image calculated by the DFM method through combining 36 images is shown. No filter is used 
in reconstructing any of the images used. The image is distorted and the object is vaguely seen. We go forward 
to use a filter to get rid of the high frequencies causing the distortions and so improve the resolution of the 
image. In fig. 10, an image calculated by the DFM method is shown which combines 36 images of the object 
seen in fig. 3. In this case, the Hamming filter is used to suppress the undesired artifacts. A filter is multiplied by 
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the 1-D Fourier Transform of the projection of the object to attenuate the undesired frequencies. The image is 
clearer than the one in fig. 9. However; gray spots are seen around the skull so we proceed to use more view 
directions to combine them in one image. 
 In fig. 11, 180 images are combined to calculate the image shown instead of the 36 images used before. The 
image is clearer than any of the ones in fig. 9 and 10. Again, the Hamming filter is used to attenuate the 
undesired artifacts. The image is good showing fairly clear location of the ellipses of the Shepp-Logan object 
with the gray spots surrounding the skull reduced to a change in the background at much lower level. 
 

 
Fig. 11: Combined 180 gray images of ‘Modified Shepp-Logan’ phantom calculated using DFM. 101x101 

pixels. The Hamming filter is used.  
 
Evaluating and Comparing Results: 
 In this subsection, two mathematical tools are used to evaluate the ability of each of the imaging methods 
explained to represent the object being imaged in an accurate way. The first is to use the sum of the square of 
errors for each pixel as follows: 
 

( )∑ −= 2
OI UUE                                     (8) 

 
where IU  represents the image and OU  represents the object under consideration and E  represents the total 
error in the image. When calculated, we find that the accuracy recognized by the normal eye for an image is not 
reflected in the values of the error E . When the Shepp-Logan of fig. 3 is examined we find that there are two 
well defined areas. One area is outside the skull of the human head and the other is inside the skull. The area 
outside the skull is comparable to the area inside the skull and so the error in an image in representing accurately 
either area greatly affects the total error of the whole image. The skull has well defined outer border which can't 
be missed. The error resulting from accurately representing the area outside the skull can be safely ignored. A 
mask is calculated that has amplitude of one for the area inside the skull including the skull itself and zero 
amplitude otherwise. The mask is multiplied by each image IU  before applying equ. (8). Now, equ. (8) 
represents the error in imaging the area inside the skull and not the area outside it.  
 More reasonable results are obtained and shown in fig. 12 where the x-axis represents the number of images 
combined to form the final single image. The y-axis represents the E  value corresponding to the number of 
images combined to form the final image. For the DFM method, the E  value drops from an average of 1750 
when a filter is not used to 400 when a filter is used. The minimum value is reached when combining 180 
images which are processed using a filter. For the incoherent VCM, E reaches a minimum of 43.1. While for 
the coherent VCM, E  reaches a minimum of 34.38. Either for the incoherent or the coherent method of 
summing images, the VCM is superior in comparison with the DFM method.   
 The second is to use Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) equation which is defined in Matlab™ namely 
"normxcorr2". NCC is a measure of how two signals match together (Saravanan, C., M. Surender, 2013). We 
can use the same concept to measure how much the object and any of the images match together. The higher the 
value of the NCC the greater is the similarity between an image and the object.  
 In fig. 13 the x-axis represents the number of images combined to form the final single image. The y-axis 
represents the NCC value corresponding to the number of images combined to form the final image. In fig. 13b, 
we can see that the NCC value goes up to a maximum of 0.567 after combining 180 images when applying the 
DFM method without a filter. However. The maximum value of NCC is 0.9 when combining 180 images which 
are processed using the Hamming filter. In fig. 13a, when using the VCM method both ways either coherently or 
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incoherently, the NCC value goes up to about 0.97. The new proposed method succeeds in producing final 
images that has a very high NCC. 

 
Fig. 12: The graphs show the error E of the VCM method versus the DFM method. (a) The error for both 

Coherent and Incoherent ways of combining images is shown. (b) The error for applying the DFM 
method using a filter and without using a filter is shown. 

 

 
Fig. 13: The graphs show the NCC values of the VCM method versus the DFM method. (a) The NCC for both 

Coherent and Incoherent ways of combining images is shown. (b) The NCC for applying the DFM 
method using a filter and without using a filter is shown. 

 
 For both values of the NCC and E , the VCM method provides better results than that of the DFM method. 
The reason is that when processing images using the VCM method both phase and amplitude are used to 
calculate a single image. But for the DFM method, only the amplitude is used to calculate an image for the 
object under consideration. More information about the object increases significantly the quality of images 
which are produced using the VCM method and decreases significantly the number of view directions required 
to produce images of high quality.  
 Unfortunately, the time required to process images using the VCM method is much higher than that 
required to process images using the DFM method. In fig. 14a, we can see that the time required to process 4 
images from different view directions is 675.3 sec. But in fig. 14b, we can find that when calculating 180 
images from different view directions using the DFM method, the required time is only 383.4 sec. When 
comparing fig. 14a and 14b, we find that almost half of the time is needed by the DFM method to calculate 45 
times the number of images to be combined using the VCM method. The reason is that the Fourier transforms 
used in the DFM method are very fast computationally compared with calculating the Huygens & Fresnel 
equations used in the VCM method. 
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Fig. 14: The graphs show the total time for calculating the VCM method versus the DFM method. (a) The time 

for calculating the VCM method is shown. (b) The time for calculating the DFM method is shown. 
 
Conclusion: 
 Two aims have been achieved in this paper first we test the VCM method using an object with a range of 
amplitudes such as the ‘Modified Shepp-Logan’. Secondly, we evaluate the results from the VCM against those 
of another well known method namely the DFM. Further testing cross sectional imaging of an object field 
without using backpropagation, using single view angles and without requiring foreknowledge of the objects 
environment has been achieved. The method presented is versatile in forming sectioned images from single 
view direction but the focusing effect of the used lens is a problem for monochromatic imaging. The multiple 
view directions approach is successful for both coherent and incoherent methods of image combination but only 
incoherent methods can form good images without knowledge of the propagation characteristics of the 
environment and object plane. To mathematically evaluate the results, the Error E  and the Normalized Cross 
Correlation NCC methods were used. The VCM method provided higher quality images than the DFM method 
when compared using E  and NCC. However, the time required to process an image using the VCM is multiple 
times that required to process an image using the DFM. The VCM method is phase as well as amplitude 
dependent while the DFM method is only amplitude dependent. Future work will expand on these results; the 
problem of the time required to process images will be investigated. In this paper, non diffracting beams are 
used to process the shown images; we aim next at using diffracting waves instead and compare the results with 
those of the VCM method.  
 
Appendix I: 
 As in (Gottlieb, David, 2000), the ‘Modified Shepp-Logan’ object contains 10 ellipses. The ellipses have 
shared areas at some points. A shared area has amplitude that is equal to the sum of the amplitudes of the 
ellipses sharing the area. The main lines of MATLAB™ code which are used to generate the object of fig. 3 are 
as follows (Gottlieb, David, 2000): 

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )( )
( ) ( )( )( )
( ) ( )( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )( )
( ) ( )( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )( ) 0.1ff1046.0605.0023.006.0 if

0.1ff1023.0605.0023.0 if

0.1ff1023.0605.0046.008.0 if

0.1ff1046.01.0046.0 if

0.1ff1046.01.0046.0 if

0.1ff125.035.021.0 if

0.2-ff116.041.0 if

0.6cosy0.6sin0.22x
0.6siny0.6cos0.22x

0.2-ff111.031.0 if

0.4sy0.4sin0.22-x
0.4siny0.4cos0.22-x

0.8-ff1874.00184.06624.0 if

1f192.069.0 if
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